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Public Comment Period Begins for Flood Interagency Q&A
As previously shared, the Regulators issued a prepublication draft of the Interagency Questions
and Answers Regarding Flood Insurance, which has since been published in the Federal Register.
This marks the opening of the 60-day public comment period which runs through September 4.
You are encouraged to work internally to consider whether written comments are appropriate
and to work with your respective trade associations, and other appropriate outlets, to contribute
your ideas to their efforts in order to work collectively towards appropriate guidance. As a
reminder, this Q&A version does not include the full guidance on private flood insurance as the
Regulators “plan to issue separately for notice and comment another set of proposed Q&As
relating to the private flood insurance rule” (85 FR 40445).
Mark Your Calendars! CoreLogic Virtual Roundtable For Banks and Servicers: A First Look at the
Flood Interagency Q&A
As stated above, the draft of the Interagency Questions and Answers Regarding Flood Insurance
has been published in the Federal Register. Join your peers to discuss the proposed Q&A, what is
new, and what has changed.
CoreLogic has assembled a panel of FDPA experts from several banks to share with you their first
impressions on the proposed Q&A including improvements and surprises. The panel will walk us
through highlights section-by-section sharing perspectives on possible impacts to Origination,
Servicing, and Compliance, including both Commercial and Residential.
•
•
•
•

Date/Time: Thursday, July 16, 2 p.m. Eastern
Topic: A First Look at the Flood Interagency Q&A
Panelists: Scott Giberson, CoreLogic Flood Compliance Principal, will moderate a
discussion among several bank representatives
Registration: Be sure to mark your calendar now and we will share registration details
shortly. Please note participation will be limited to CoreLogic bank and servicer clients
and their partners.

This will be an open conversation among bank and servicer representatives discussing draft
material; thus, it is important to note that the opinions shared by the panelists are the personal
opinions of those individuals and are not necessarily consistent with the views of the bank or
company he or she represents.
For our valued insurance and real estate clients, and other industry partners and friends, watch
for opportunities to participate in broader discussions on the Q&A during this comment period.
If you have questions or comments, please contact us at floodcompliance@corelogic.com. Feel
free to forward this alert to colleagues who may be interested in receiving this information.
Individuals may also subscribe to future Industry Alerts here.
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